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1.

Basic Terminology.

Let

be a random angle which takes values on the

X

circumf'erence of the circle at unit radiue,

A gj.ven f'unction

f

o<x~ 2rr.

is the probability density

function (p.d.f.) of' an absolutely continuous circular

distribution if and only if
f (x) ~

o,

:f(x+21r) = f(x),

-oo

< x < oo

21f

f

and

f(x)dx = 1.

0

We can define the
the origin as

ex p

=

pth

E(c os px )

~rigo11omr1,ri c moment§.
and

13

p

= E(sinpx

ab,ou.t

)•

Let

¢p

be the characteristic :function o.f the :rand.om

variable

x.

This is de:f'ined by
E(eipx) -- -~ +i/3
p
p

¢'P --

, p = 0 ,±i

,±2 , •••

A circ:ular distribution is always uniquely def:i.ned

by its moments. For

where

µ

is the mean directi an

0

'Ne
as

P=1, we w:zd te

X0 and

n

and

p

is the resultant

define the sample counterparts of
respectively.

µ

0

am

p

-

Let

x ,x , ••• ,xn
1 2

random angle

2 -

be

n

observation1;3 of the circular

X.

•

! = R sini 0 .
We have

Tbeije statistics play tne

same role as

i

and

s2

on the line except that

measure of' precision rather:

Uniform. ,gj.,str·i:_tru.tion.

R i,s a

than variance.

A circular random variable

X,

iE,

unifo:rmlY distributed on the circle 1:t~ its p;rcbabili ty density

tune ti on is given by ,
t(x) = 1/(2'17),
Its eha,racteristic function is given by
if p=O,
if p,{O.

yon Mis~s

Dd::~:ti:._ibl\ti;on.

A circ'tllar random variable

X

is

said t,o have a van Mises,distra-but~.,qn (von Mises, .1918) ~!'
its probability density function is given by
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f(x) =

1

21rI (jc)
0

where

Ir(,c)

is the modified Bessel fW1Qtion of the r1rst

r.

kind and order
and

The parameter

µ

is called the concentration pa1"aD1eter.

IC

distribution

unimodal and

The von Mises

can be considered as the circular analogue to

the Normal distribution on the line.
symmetrical about

The distribution is

x=µ •
0

For large

,c,

the

1

random variable
for

is the me~n direction

0

X

is distributed 2e

N (µ , 1/K ~ ) ,

while

0

K=O, the von Mises distribution reduces to the Uniform

distribution.

(See the figure belowJ

-6

Density of the von !1~ises distribution f'or

F,ig .1.

µ

=
0

and

K

=

0,½,1,2,4.

o0

- 4 The von Mises distribution has the M~ximum Likelihood
and Maximum Entropy Characteri~~tiQPf;l,both of' which produce
tl+e Normal distribution on the 1ine (~ee, Mardia 1975b);
Kent (1975) gives a dif':f'usion proceije leading to t~e von Mise$
. distribution

a.no.

~lso sl+ows t;h.at tbe distribution 1s

infinitely divisible.
The trigonometric moments are given by

where

Ap (IC) = I p (IC ) /I 0 (IC ) •

...

"'

.Maximum likelihood estimates (m.l.e.) µ ,IC
0
=

...
A (IC) :::

and

of'

µ

0

,i<:

ar~ given by-

-

X

0

R,

where
A test of the null hypothesis o-J: unif'ormity against th,e

alternative of' a von Mises distribution, with unknown

µ 0 and

is given by the Rayleigh Test, where the null hypothesis is
rejected if'

where
level.

K

is a constnnt depending on

n

and the significance

1<:,

- 5 For·large

we have the

X

-2 ..., 2
2nR
. X2

•

Fo:r other tests on the circle

2

approximation that under

a.nc;l

an e:xten$iVe bibliography

ot the topic, see Mardi~ (1972,1975a)~

Given a distribution on the line, we can wrap it a~ound
the circumference of the circle of unit radius.

random variable on the line, the random variable

I:f

Y

is the

X of 4he

wrapped distribution is given by
X = Y(mod 21r) •

In particular we can wrap the normal distribution around
the unit circle..

Let

Y be

N(o,a- 2 ); then.

the r?robabili ty

density function o:f the wrapped normal distribution is given
by
+>
J.

(x) -- _j_
~L, exp·_ l' - .12 (x+21rk}:
J
er ~)k= -oo
rr 2

J,

O< x~ 27T •

The wrapped normal and the von Mises distributions can be ma.de
to approximate each other very closely by equating their i'ir-st
trigonometric moments to give (Stephens, 1963, Kent, 1978)

Although the two distributions are very similar, for in,.ference
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purposes it is,;-,much more convenient to work with the von Mises
distribution.

We can also wrap other d.ia~ributions on the line.

(See, Mardia, 1972).

Let the random vecto~

(z 1 ,z 2 )

dist~ibution with mean v~ctqr

u

have a qivariate nornial

,~c,.

cova:r1~:{1Qe ma t;rix

~.

?hen the distribut;l.on of th~ randqm l;l~le

X dEtfineq. by

is called the Of'f'set Normal Distributiop.

For q~tails, see

Mardi a ( 1972).

Axial distributions.
In some situations,we have random axes (lines) rather
than random angles, i.e.

same line.

X and (X+1T )mod 21T ·

represent the

Such data can be modelled by using antipodally

symmetric distributions, -i.e. the p,.d,f'. satist'ies

This procedure is identical to doubling the angle

1"'(4) = f'(x-1,1r).
x.

For

details of' axial distributions, see Mardia ( 1972).

3.

Suherical Data.
Let

O and

1

'be colatitude and longitude ~espectively

on the unit sphere.

the point

tii,,"'f"'~

Def'ine the direc-trion cosines (l,m,n) of

(e,¢), by

1 = cosq, sine·,

m = sin9 sin0,

n

==

cos e

•
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distribution on the sphere.
di1'!ection

where

The direct1oh cosines of the mean

(i0 ,m0 ,n)
are tllerero~e
0

R is the length of th~ reijult~t given by

The extension or the von Mises distribution is given
..;;

by the F~sh(lr distr*b~tio~ (Fisher, 1953)

()..,µ ,v)

where

and.

1c

which has the

are the direction cosines of the mean cl;Li:•ectio11, 1,.

Note tr.at

is the £Oncentratip,u parameter"

is a unit random vector.

as the mean direction t'or

(l,m,n)
(JJ, ,v )

In polar co-ordinates with

0

0

(8,~), the p.d.t. becomes

f(O ,¢,) = c exp [x:{ cosµ cos fJ + sinµ sin 8 cos(9-v ) l] sin a,
0

0

0

where
and

For

c =

,c/ (41T sinh ,c).

K'=O, the Fisher distribution reduces to the uniform
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distribution ,@n the sphere.

Like the von Mises distribution

on the circle, the Fisher distribution h__as the maximum
likelihood and maximum entropy cha!'acterizations on the sphere,

The Brownian Motion distribution on the

(see Jiiardia, 1975b).

sphere can be closely approximated by the Fish~F dis~ribution
(see Roberts and Ursell, 1960).
with mode at

(A,µ,v)

The distribution is unimodal

and antimode at

(-A,-µ,-v).

Further

th~ dist:ribution is rotationally symmetric about the mean

d:lreotior,-.
The sample mean direction i~ the rn.l.e. of'
while the m.l.e. of

..

is the solution ,c

IC

n

coth

IC.,.

A

(" ,µ ,y),

of

._

1/,c ::: R •

Now consider a situation where one observef;l not 2-;i.rec~ipDf,3,

but axes, which are random variables on a projective hemisphere.

It is convenient to represent such a random

variable by an antipodally symmetric distribut~on on the sphere,

i.e.

the p.d.i'~ of

!,' = (l,m,n) has antipodal-symmetry, :i,.ell>

Note that the procedure of' doubling the angles on the circle
has no analogue here.
The unit random vector

1

~
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distribution (Bingham, 1974)

matru::

or

0,onstants, tmd

depending only on
,c

1

i:f 1 ts p.d.f'. has the f'orm

Since

~.

is arbitrary and

is the normali~ing constant
tr~' 11'~) = 1 ,

it is usual to take

K

3

the sum of the

=o.,

The distribution contains a number of diff'erent forms,
such as symmetric axial and girdle distrib~tions of Watson
(1965) and Dimroth (1962),as well as asymmetric axial and

For its various characterizations,

girdle distributions.
see Mardia

(1975b).

For a discussion on the F~sher and

Bingham distributions see Mardia ( 1 972).,

A small cire~e

distribution on the sphere is given by Bingham and Mardia
( 1978) •

4. Exten§,_ion..s.
Generalizations to

p

dimensions can readily be made

f'rom the preceeding discussion.
sphere in

Let

RP. , A unit random vector

SP

denote the unj. t

l
~

is said to have a

:n-y_fil'iate von Mises-Fisher distribution if' .its p.,d.:f. is

given by

where
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This distribution was first introduced by Watson and
Williams (1956).

For a discus~+on ~f th§ distribution see

~ardia (1975a).
So far, we have assumed that e~ch orientation is
_cl+araoterized by a singl~ dif1 tingu~sllable direction in

Downs (1972) has dealt with the probiem
where each orientation is characte~ized by a rigid configuration

of

k

distinguishable diP~cttons in ~-space with fixed

angles between them.

Let

~

on the Stiefel G-manifold
constant matrix.

be a pxk

{~:~'~ =

random matrix lying

Q}

where

Downs (1972) introduced

Q is a kxK

the distribution

·with p.d.f. given by

'
a(g,E) is the normalizing constant

where
pxk

parameter matrix.

For

~

E is a

k=1, · tne distribution reduces

to the von Mises-Fisher distribution.

For a'turther

discussion see Mardia and Khatri (1977).
For the concept of circular dependence and correlation
coefficients for bivariate circular variables, see Ma~dia
(1975a).

see

For distributions on a cylinder

(x,e),-oo<x<oo,0<ll~27T ,

Mardia and Sutton (1978) and Johnson and Wehrly (1978).

For an i.mportant process involving orientation, see Kel'.).dall

(1974).

Various applications of directional data analysis can

be found in Batschelet (1965) and Mardia (1972).

P8nrs0n

-

11 -

and Hartley (1972, chapter 9), contain a useful set o~
tables and introductory material.
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